Abstract. This paper studies the mechanical configuration and the periodic gaits of multi-legged
Introduction
Legged robots present significant advantages because they allow locomotion in terrain inaccessible to traditional vehicles since they do not need a continuous support surface. However, in the present state of development of artificial locomotion systems, there are several aspects that have necessarily to be improved and optimized. Different optimization strategies have been proposed and applied to these systems, either during its design and construction phase, or during its operation. Researchers paid attention to the gait selection and to its adaptation to the terrain and locomotion conditions. Among the several criteria followed by distinct authors one may include aspects related to energy efficiency, stability, velocity, comfort, mobility and environmental impact.
With these facts in mind, was developed a simulation model for multi-leg locomotion systems, including several periodic gaits (Silva et al., 2005) . This study intends to generalize previous work (Silva et al., 2002a; Silva et al., 2002b; Silva et al., 2003) and, in this perspective, are formulated several kinematic and dynamic measures of the robotic locomotion system performance. At the kinematic level are established indices of the feet trajectories perturbation, that measure the sensitivity of the feet cartesian trajectories to disturbances in the joints variables, and the indices of body and feet trajectories locomobility, that give an indication of the mechanical capability to implement the desired robot motion. At the dynamic level are implemented four performance measures, namely, the mean absolute density of energy during locomotion, the mean power density dispersion, the density of lost power in the joint actuators and the mean force at the body-legs interface, being all these indices evaluated along the locomotion cycle.
The foot and body trajectories are analyzed in what concerns its variation with the gait, duty factor, step length, maximum foot clearance, body height, leg links length and foot trajectory offset. Several simulation experiments reveal the system configuration and the type of the movements that lead to a better mechanical implementation, for a given locomotion mode, from the viewpoint of the proposed indices.
Bearing these facts in mind the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section two presents some of the strategies and criteria that have been used to increase the efficiency of legged robots.
Section three introduces the model for a multi-legged robot and the motion planning algorithms. Section four formulates the optimizing kinematic and dynamic indices, and section five develops a set of experiments that reveal the influence of the system parameters in the periodic gaits. Section six discusses the main results of this study. Finally, section seven presents the main conclusions and some work lines that are open in this research area.
State-of-the Art on Multi-Legged Robot Optimization
Several strategies and criteria have been used with the final goal of increasing the efficiency of artificial locomotion systems.
Since legged locomotion robots are inspired in animals observed in nature, a frequent approach to their design and construction is to make a mechatronic mimic of the animal that is intended to replicate, either in terms of its physical dimensions, or in terms of characteristics such as the gait and the actuation of the limbs (Laksanacharoen, et al., 2000; Witte, et al., 2001a; Witte, et al., 2001b) .
Evolutionary strategies are an alternative way of imitating nature. Animals characteristics are not directly copied, but instead it is copied the process that nature conceives for it generation and evolution.
One possibility to implement this idea makes use of genetic algorithms as an engine to generate robot structures (Farritor, et al., 1996; Leger, 2000) . In the literature there are also descriptions of research in which evolutionary strategies are adopted to optimize the structure of a specific robot (Juárez-Guerrero, et al., 1998; Ishiguro, et al., 2002) .
The previous approaches to artificial locomotion systems design are based on the strategies found in nature. However, it is important to keep in mind that legged robots are machines and, therefore, the first aspects to consider in their design phase should be the correct implementation from the mechanical and physical viewpoint.
Following this line of thought, Habumuremyi and Doroftei (2001) present the characteristics of several structures that can be adopted for the legs of artificial locomotion systems. Hirose and Arikawa (2000) present a set of concepts to be adopted during the design of legged vehicles in order to maximize the power developed in the system and maximize the energy efficiency. In certain situations, are also adopted approaches to the robot design based on empirical knowledge of the areas of mechanics and physics. In these cases the design of the equipments is made having the objective of minimizing some situation penalizing the performance of the robot under consideration (Hirose, et al., 1997; Yamaguchi and Takanishi, 1998) .
Concerning the weakness of artificial locomotion systems, one of the most serious problems facing designers is the optimization of the energy consumption. It is verified that the locomotion efficiency of the existing robots is low, either when compared with the living animals, or with the locomotion through wheels. For example, Kajita, et al. (2002) performed a simulation study of the HRP1 humanoid robot running gait and concluded that the robot would need actuators 28 up to 56 times more powerful than those available in the real humanoid. Besides this, they also estimated that the energy consumption would be about ten times higher than the energy required by a human adopting the same gait.
Researchers expect that, in the future, the locomotion through artificial legs becomes one of the most efficient transportation modes from the energy viewpoint. This implies that great attention should be devoted to this aspect in the development of these sort of systems, namely through the use of energy based optimization criteria, since this influences the choice of the mechanical structure, propulsion method and power supply. Moreover, there is an important hypothesis that seems to explain most of the legs and body motions during human locomotion. This hypothesis states that during locomotion humans control their muscles activity, moving the various body segments in such a way that the metabolic energy needed to travel a certain distance is minimized (Neuhaus and Kazerooni, 2000) . It is also recognized that most legged locomotion animals optimize the energy efficiency in detriment to the motion smoothness (Alexander, 1984) .
Based on these ideas, several authors developed optimization studies of artificial locomotion structures and of their gaits, based on energy criteria.
An index used frequently to analyse and compare the performance of legged robots is the specific resistance (ρ). This index, originally introduced by Gabrielli and Von Kármán (1950) , to compare the locomotion efficiency of different sorts of vehicles, is based in the vehicle maximum power and on the maximum velocity that it can reach. The specific resistance was alternatively defined by Lasa and Buehler (2001) as a function of the travelling velocity.
This index is adopted to study the performance of a passive biped robot when compliance is introduced into its joints (Linde, 1998) . It is also used to compare the performance of the RHex hexapod when crossing obstacles (Saranli, et al., 2001) or when going up and down stairs (Moore, et al., 2002; Campbell and Buehler, 2003) . Lasa and Buehler (2001) also adopt this metric to analyse the performance of the SCOUT-II quadruped with reduced actuation.
Some authors pointed out that, in opposition to the use of the mechanical power for computing the specific resistance, the index should be computed using the electric power, in order to be able to consider several significant energy losses that occur in the systems (Saranli, et al., 2001; Lasa and Buehler, 2001; Campbell and Buehler, 2003) . This gives rise to an alternative definition for the specific resistance (Linde, 1998; Moore, et al., 2002) . To prove their statement, Lasa and Buehler (2001) computed the mechanical and electrical power of the SCOUT-II robot, being the electric power approximately ten times higher than the mechanical power. This result is also reflected in the specific resistance, that these authors compute using the electric and the mechanical power.
A different approach is performed by Lapshin (1995) that estimates the energy consumption of legged vehicles moving along straight trajectories, using statically stable locomotion gaits. Marhefka and Orin (1997) simulate an hexapod robot to study how the locomotion parameters affect the energy consumption. Zhoga (1998) analyses the energy consumption of an eight-legged system, deducing the equations for its energy consumption from the dynamic model, and compares it with the energy consumptions of machines with equivalent dimensions, but using wheels and tracks. Finally, Briskin, et al. (2003) adopted the energy consumption computed from the dynamic model for the optimization and performance analysis of the Walking Chassis for Multipurposes robot. Pedroche, et al. (2003) went even further and presented a detailed model of the energy consumption of legged robots based on the robot dynamics and the actuators model (including the electrical and mechanical parts). This model is latter applied in order to analyse the energy consumption of the SILO4 quadruped under distinct conditions.
Besides the several criteria to optimize the legged robots, previously mentioned, other approaches have also been sporadically used. One of them is based in the manipulability ellipsoids (Yoshikawa, 1990) .
Indices based in this concept have been adopted by Koyachi, et al. (1997) in the optimization of the MELMANTIS-1 and MELMANTIS-2 hexapods, by Takeuchi (1999) in the design of the front and rear legs of the MEL HORSE II and by Kang, et al. (2003) during the design of the MRWALLSPECT-III climbing robot, to determine the optimum legs link lengths.
A Model for Multi-legged Locomotion
In our work we consider a longitudinal walking system with n legs (n ≥ 2 and n even), with the legs equally distributed along both sides of the robot body, having each one two rotational joints (i.e., j = {1, 2} ≡ {hip, knee}) ( Figure 1 ) (Silva et al., 2005) . The even legs are on the left side of the robot body and the odd legs on the right side. All legs are numbered from the front of the robot to the back.
Figure 1: Coordinate system and variables that characterize the motion trajectories of the multi-legged robot
Motion is described by means of a world coordinate system. The kinematic model comprises: the cycle time T, the duty factor β, the transference time t T = (1−β)T, the support time t S = βT, the step length L S , the stroke pitch S P , the body height H B , the maximum foot clearance F C , the i th leg lengths L i1
and L i2 and the foot trajectory offset O i (i = 1, …, n). Moreover, we consider a periodic trajectory for each foot, with body velocity (Silva et al., 2005) .
Given a particular gait and duty factor β, it is possible to calculate, for leg i, the corresponding phase φ i , the time instant where each leg leaves and returns to contact with the ground and the cartesian trajectories of the tip of the feet (that must be completed during t T ). Based on this data, the trajectory generator is responsible for producing a motion that synchronises and coordinates the legs.
The robot body, and by consequence each leg hip, is assumed to have a desired horizontal movement with a constant forward speed V F . Therefore, for leg i the cartesian coordinates of the hip of the legs are
where ceil(x) rounds x to the nearest integer towards infinity.
For each walking cycle, the desired trajectory of the swing leg foot is computed through a cycloid function (Eq. 2). For example, considering that the transfer phase starts at t = 0 s for leg i = 1 we have
T :  during the transfer phase:
 during the stance phase:
The algorithm for the motion planning accepts the desired cartesian trajectories of the leg hips p Hd (t) and feet p Fd (t) as inputs and, through an inverse kinematics algorithm ψ −1 , generates the related joint
In order to avoid the impact and friction effects, at the planning phase we estimate null velocities of the feet in the instants of landing and taking off, assuring also the velocity continuity. These joint trajectories can also be accomplished either with an acceleration having a stepwise or a polynomial versus time profile.
Measures for Locomotion Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the system operation, and to allow the comparison among different strategies, there is the need to adopt performance measures. Therefore, in this section are formulated several global measures of the system performance. The aim is to verify whether a correlation between different viewpoints can be found during the robot locomotion. These performance measures are grouped in two groups, according to whether they make use of the robot kinematic or the dynamic models.
Kinematic Indices

Perturbation Analysis
The essence of locomotion is to move smoothly the section of the body from one place to another with some restrictions in terms of execution time.
In many practical cases the robotic system is "noisy", that is, has internal or external disturbing forces. As such, an approach entitled "perturbation analysis" is implemented to determine how the robot model stands with trajectory variations. First, the joint trajectories are computed by the inverse kinematics algorithm. Afterwards, the joint accelerations are "corrupted" by a small amplitude uniform distribution noise, with zero mean, that is added to the signal. The resulting joint leg trajectories (and the feet cartesian trajectories) suffer some distortion and differ from the desired ones. By computing the forward kinematics we determine two indices based on the statistical average of the mean square error:
[ ]
where N S is the total number of steps for averaging purposes, ( iFd x , iFn x ) and ( iFd y , iFn y ) are the i th samples of the horizontal and vertical velocities, desired and "corrupted" with noise, on the robot foot, respectively. The stochastic perturbation penalises the system's performance and we shall be concerned with minimising x ξ and y ξ .
Locomobility Measure
The motivation for the development of the locomobility index is to apply the concepts of arm manipulability (Yoshikawa, 1990 ) to multi-legged walking. This performance measure can be expressed through the Jacobian matrix.
In the present case, the global indices are obtained by averaging the distance among the centre of the 
In this perspective, the most suitable trajectory is the one that maximises L F and L B . 
Dynamic Indices
Mean Absolute Density of Energy
The key measure in this analysis is the mean absolute density of energy per travelled distance E av . This index is computed assuming that energy regeneration is not available by actuators doing negative work, that is, by taking the absolute value of the mechanical power. This reasoning in based on the verification that on biological beings the energy that is involved in the limbs motion, through muscular actuation, does not have the possibility of being recovered during the time intervals in which the work is negative. As such, at the biological level, the trajectory planning only promotes one direction in the nutrients supply.
At a given leg i (i = 1, …, n) and joint j (j = 1, …, m), the mechanical power is the product of the actuator torque and angular velocity. As a consequence, the index E av is obtained by averaging the mechanical absolute energy delivered over the travelled distance d:
where τ ij is the motor torque and ij θ represents the joint velocity. Therefore, a good performance of the system requires the minimization of E av .
Mean Power Density Dispersion
The power minimisation is an important consideration, but instants with very high power demands may occur. In such cases, the average value can be small while the peaks are physically unrealisable.
Therefore, an alternative index is the standard deviation per meter that evaluates the power variability (or dispersion) over a complete cycle T and travelled distance d:
where P i is the instantaneous absolute mechanical power on leg i and P t the total instantaneous absolute mechanical power. The constant P 0 represents the mean absolute density of power enrolled in the travel of 1 m and P t (t) − P 0 represents the instantaneous deviation relatively to that value. It may be considered another value for P 0 , that is, another constant in relation to which the deviations are measured. For example, another choice for P 0 can be the average value of the total instantaneous mechanical power along the locomotion cycle, considering that the energy flow in the actuators are bidirectional. However, for a consistency reason, in this work we decided to use a term based on E av 1 to compute this index.
From this viewpoint, the most suitable trajectory is, also, the one that minimizes D av .
Density of Power Lost 2
Another alternative optimisation strategy for an actuated system consists on T L , the density of power lost in the joint actuators per travelled distance d. From this point of view, the index density of power lost per meter can be defined as:
Once again, the most suitable trajectory is the one that minimizes the index T L .
1 This subject is similar to the one found in statistics, with the variance ( )
. Taking the average µ only corresponds to minimize V since ∀ ∈ c we have
In case of equation (10a) it was also verified that other values for the constant P 0 did not change qualitatively the shape of the chart (Silva, et al., 2002a; Silva, et al., 2002b; Silva, et al., 2003) . 
Robot model parameters Locomotion parameters
n 6 β 50% S P 1.0 m L S 1.0 m L ij 0.5 m H B 0.9 m O i 0.0 m F C 0.1 m M b 88.0 kg V F 1.0 ms −1 M ij 1.0 kg
Mean Force at the Body-Legs Interface 3
A fourth possible optimisation strategy addresses the forces that occur on the hips of the robot per travelled distance d and time spent on the travel T. The index mean force on the hips per meter is defined as:
The best trajectory is the one that minimizes F L .
Analysis and Optimization of the Artificial Locomotion System Parameters
In this section are presented the results of a set of simulations based on the robot model and the proposed indices. These simulations intend to analyze the influence of several parameters during multilegged walking, when adopting several periodic gaits. The aim is to verify if it is possible to find a correlation among the different viewpoints during the robot locomotion.
In the experiments it is examined the role of the gait versus the parameters β, L S , H B and F C , considering the model and locomotion parameters presented in Table 1 .
This study starts by considering the situation on which the robot presents the leg with a forward knee, such as it is common in mammals, while adopting the WG gait. After it is examined the alternative leg structure with a backwards knee, common in birds, and the adoption of different periodic locomotion gaits.
Due to the high number of parameters and values, in the following subsections are presented the optimal values by cross-relating several distinct combinations for the locomotion with the WG. 
Kinematic Analysis
We start the study of the kinematic indices by analysing the variation of the parameters duty factor (β) versus body height (H B ) for different values of the step length (L S ) and of the maximum foot clearance (F C ).
For the WG, the perturbation analysis ( Figure 3) In the sequel this analysis is repeated using the foot and body locomobility indices. From Figures 5 -7 it is possible to conclude that the robot should walk with the body in a relatively high position, except when the locomotion adopts a high value for β. Besides, the steps should be short and the foot should remain near the ground. These results are in agreement with those previously obtained through the perturbations analysis.
Dynamic Analysis
The performance analysis is now extended by adopting the dynamic indices. Therefore, after planning the joint trajectories we calculate the inverse dynamics in order to "map" the kinematics into power consumption.
The simplified robot inverse dynamic model is of the form:
where where it decreases slightly, while its variation with the duty factor presents a minimum for β ≈ 88%.
For low values of the step length and of the foot clearance, the charts of log(
and log(F L ) vs. (β, H B ) do not present significant changes on its shape. The charts of log(E av ), log(D av ) and log(T L ) reveal a similar shape, increasing monotonically with β and varying slightly with H B ,
showing each of them a minimum for H B ≈ 0.65 m. The chart of F L presents a slightly different shape from the others, being practically invariant with H B and revealing a minimum for β ≈ 80%.
In case we adopt higher values for the step length L S , and for the maximum foot clearance F C , the charts of log(E av ), log(D av ), log(T L ) and log(F L ) vs. (β, H B ) reveal significant changes. As can be observed in Figure 9 , log(E av ), log(D av ) and log(T L ) increase with β and decrease with H B . The chart of These results also seem to agree with several biological observations. In fact, regarding the optimal value of F C , it should be referred that Neuhaus and Kazerooni (2000) developed a study of the human foot trajectory during the transfer phase, based on some of Muybridge's photographic records, and concluded that for different sorts of terrains, the foot trajectories keep very close to the ground, irrespectively of the gender on the fellow under study.
Leg Configuration
In this section is performed a new set of experiments for an alternative robot leg configuration. In the inverse kinematics it is selected the solution corresponding to a backwards knee, in such a way that the hexapod robot presents legs similar to those of the flamingo (Figure 11 ).
Kinematic Analysis
This study starts again with the analysis of the kinematic indices variation versus the duty factor β and the body height H B , for different values of the step length L S and of the maximum foot clearance F C . We observe a variation similar to the case in which the robot presents the front knee. However, in this case the perturbation indices present a relatively high value for small values of the body height. Identically, for L S and F C it is concluded that the results are similar to those of the solution on which the robot presents the knee pointing to the front. Regarding their variation with L S and F C , Figure 13 shows that they present the same sort of variation, namely that they increase with F C and L S . This pattern is kept for different values of β and H B . Here stands the main difference, when compared to the situation where the leg presents the mammals structure, meaning, in the perspective of the locomobility indices, that it is preferable to move with a high value of F C .
The analysis developed here is repeated in the next subsection from the viewpoint of the dynamic indices. Figure 14 depicts the charts of log(E av ), log(D av ), log(T L ) and log(F L ) vs. (β, H B ) . It is concluded that the indices present a similar shape to those of the situation on which the robot presents the legs with a mammal structure. The charts of log(E av ), log(D av ) and log(T L ) increase monotonically with β and decrease slightly with H B . Moreover, the chart of log(D av ) has the particularity of showing a minimum at β = 16% and H B = 0.9 m, as observed previously. Finally, the index F L presents also a slightly different variation, being almost invariant with the parameter H B , except for high values of β where it decreases slightly. Concerning its variation with the duty factor, the chart presents a minimum at β ≈ 88%. The variation of the dynamic indices with L S and F C is shown in Figure 15 . The results are coherent, since all indices decrease with L S and increase with F C , and the variation remains for different values of β and H B . Comparing these charts with those of Figure 10 (for the situation on which the robot presents the mammal leg structure) it is concluded that they are nearly identical.
Dynamic Analysis
Figures 14 and 15 show that the artificial locomotion system should walk with the body on a relatively high position, the steps should be long and the foot should remain near the ground. Regarding the duty factor, since the index F L is the only one that points out for the use of a high value, it is considered that it is adequate the use of a reduced value of this parameter.
In conclusion, the experiments completed in this section are not conclusive in what concerns the best knee position in relation to the hip.
Locomotion Gaits
The study is now extended for the different periodic gaits considered, namely the EPHCG, the EPFCG, the BWG, the BEPHCG and the BEPFCG. With this objective in mind, the simulations of subsections 5.1 and 5.2 are repeated, for all these gaits, and the results are analysed.
Kinematic Analysis
For the kinematic indices, the charts do not vary significantly with the adopted gait. By other words, the performance variation with the parameters β, H B , L S and F C is similar for all considered periodic gaits.
For example, Figure 16 , WG, EPHCG, EPFCG, BWG, BEPHCG and BEPFCG.
Dynamic Analysis
For the dynamical indices, the charts do not vary significantly with the adopted gait. Furthermore, it is observed (Figure 17 ) that the variation of the dynamic indices with β, H B , L S and F C is similar.
Therefore, a complementary analysis (and the definition of an adequate index) is needed in order to
compare the performance of the distinct periodic walking gaits.
Instantaneous Absolute Mechanical Power versus Gait
In this section the gait performance is evaluated through the total instantaneous absolute mechanical power P t (t) (Eq. (7b)) along one period of the robot locomotion cycle, for several periodic gaits.
Figures 18 -20 present the charts of P t (t) for different values of β. It is concluded that P t (t) increases with β and that the EPHCG and the EPFCG require smaller peaks of P t (t) than the WG. This result should be expected since, with the increase of the duty factor, the robot has less time to execute the leg transfer and, therefore, needs to move it with an higher velocity, increasing consequently the energy consumption. Moreover, for two particular values of the duty factor, namely for β = 33.3% and β = 66.6%, it is verified that all studied locomotion gaits present identical curves of P t (t).
For the backward gaits (BWG, BEPHCG and BEPFCG), the evolution of P t (t) is similar to the one that occurs for the forward gaits. Therefore, we conclude that the WG is less efficient than the EPHCW and the EPFCW, from the viewpoint of an autonomous energy source. Summing the instantaneous absolute mechanical power for the legs of the left and right sides of the robot, that is, P left (t) = P 1 (t)+P 3 (t)+P 5 (t) and P right (t) = P 2 (t)+P 4 (t)+P 6 (t), respectively, we conclude that all gaits pose similar requirements, but the EPFCG presents lower consumption peaks. This situation is clear for β < 60.0% (Figure 21 ). For higher values of β it is verified that P left (t) and P right (t) are approximately identical, for the different gaits under study, being the EPHCG the gait that demands higher peaks. Moreover, from this viewpoint the forward and backward gaits pose similar requirements.
Finally, are compared the sums of the instantaneous absolute mechanical power for the front, middle and rear legs of the hexapod robot, that is, P front (t) = P 1 (t)+P 2 (t), P middle (t) = P 3 (t)+P 4 (t) and P rear (t) = P 5 (t)+P 6 (t), respectively. In this perspective, there is not any difference between the locomotion gaits, since they present similar curves having, only, a different phase. This result is expected since the legs perform the same trajectory, the locomotion gaits under study are symmetrical and, therefore, with an half cycle phase difference between the legs on each side of the robot body. , for the WG, EPHCG and EPFCG. In this section it is studied the influence of these parameters upon the kinematic and dynamic indices. Therefore, the relation between the two links is varied, making M ij = (L ij / L it )M Lit (i = 1, …, 6; j = 1, 2) while is established a constant total length and mass of the legs, equal to
Foot Trajectory Offset versus Legs Links Length
L it = L i1 + L i2 = 1.0 m and M Lit = M i1 + M i2 = 2.0 kg.
Kinematic Analysis
With these ideas in mind, we start by analysing the behaviour of the perturbation analysis, 
Dynamic Analysis
In this section it is analysed the influence of L i1 and O i in the perspective of the dynamic indices. It is concluded that the charts (Figure 26 These results seem to agree with the biology, particularly with the mammals, because it is verified that these animals have legs with links of approximately the same length (Witte, et al., 2001a) .
Moreover, the last results are also in agreement with biological studies by Kram, et al. (1997) pointing that the leg mass must be concentrated as close as possible to the hip.
Robot Body Forward Velocity
After having determined the optimal values for the parameters of the robot structure and gait the effect of other parameters may be studied. In particular, it is important to investigate the effect of the travelling velocity V F since the parameters seem to have a large influence (Cham, et al., 2002) . with a minimum at V F ≈ 0.8 ms −1 . 0,01 0,10 1,00 10,00 100,00
0,01 0,10 1,00 10,00 100,00 The main conclusion retrieved from Figure 27 is that the minimum values of E av , D av and T L have a slight variation in the range 0.01 < V F < 2.0 ms −1 , after which they increase rapidly. Therefore, the locomotion executed within this velocity range presents almost a constant performance. However, with the robot geometry under consideration, if the machine is required to move at higher velocities then it occurs a dramatic degradation of its performance. Furthermore, it is verified that the locomotion is very efficient when executed at velocities in the range 0.8 < V F < 1.0 ms −1 . These results complement the previous conclusions, presented in sections 5.1 and 5.2, concerning the choice of the locomotion parameters in order to optimize the locomotion. They show clearly that the step length and the body height should be adapted to the robot locomotion velocity.
Body Height and Step Length versus Robot Body Forward Velocity
Regarding the duty factor value it is verified that, for the range of velocities under study and independently of the dynamic index, it should remain close to a small value (β ≈ 2%). This means that the optimum situation, from the viewpoint of overall indices, corresponds to a running robot (β < 50%).
Number of Robot Legs
The studies performed up to this point were based on an hexapod artificial locomotion system. Now we try to find out whether there is an optimum number of robot legs (n) that should be adopted for locomotion as a function of velocity V F . For this purpose, two alternatives are considered.
A first option is to establish that each leg mass is constant and, as a result, the total robot mass (M Rt ) varies with the total number of legs (n):
where M b is the mass of the body. Figure 29 shows that E av increases proportionally with n. For the index T L we get similar conclusions, whereas D av and F L increase with n only for high values of V F .
From the viewpoint of E av and T L , the most efficient way to perform the locomotion, independently of V F , is to adopt biped robots while, on the opposite side, robots with ten legs are the most inefficient.
The results obtained trough the indices D av and F L point out in the direction of the existence of velocities ranges where each of the structures is more efficient.
A second alternative for the comparison is to consider that the total robot mass (M Rt ) is constant:
, 100,0 kg In this case the mass of the legs varies with n, according to the expression Fedak, et al., 1982; Heglund, et al., 1982) : Figure 30 shows that E av decreases proportionally with n. As can be seen, the indices D av and T L present a similar variation to E av . The index F L reveals a more complex variation, pointing out in the direction that the different structures present optimal efficiencies at different velocities ranges.
These last results are in accordance with biology studies developed by Kram, et al. (1997) . When animals move at relatively high velocities, the smaller the mass of the legs the smaller is the kinetic energy spent, because they need to move the legs at an high frequency.
Comparing these last experiments, a compromise for optimising the Wave Gait must be established.
Therefore, the robot should walk (in fact it should "run", due to β < 50%) with a velocity V F ≈ 1 ms
and the robot mass must be concentrated on the body, while the legs should be as light as possible. If all legs have the same mass one should choose the locomotion system with the lower number of legs.
Discussion of the Results
The difference between the observations in nature and the results obtained with the simulations can be explained as follows. For high velocities animals change from walking gaits to running gaits. Running leads to higher velocities than walking, and explores the dynamics to negotiate very spaced footprints (horizontally or vertically). When running, a machine (or an animal) exhibits flight periods during which the contact with the ground is totally lost. Generally, running is a dynamic phenomenon where the inertial forces are significant and balance is achieved through active processes, and not through a static balance.
In fact, it is recognized that during running there is an increase of the energy consumption to accelerate and decelerate the centre of mass of the animal's body, that is related to the ballistic phase of the flight (Lapshin, 1995) . However, it is verified that for high velocities the main part of the energy consumption is related to the maintenance of the legs oscillatory motion. Animals reduce this energy consumption by changing to dynamic locomotion modes and by running, which allows them to increase the relative duration of the leg transfer phase (decreasing the value of the duty factor β). Additionally, animals use the elastic properties of muscles and tendons for recovering energy during locomotion. The elastic effects are usually significant and can be explored for the cyclic storage of energy. This is known to occur and contributes to improve the performance of biological systems. These effects are not considered on the presented model.
Besides what has been exposed, the differences found among the performances of the living beings and the model simulations can be credited to a large number of aspects. An aspect that seems more likely to occur is that the model does not take into account all effects present on biological locomotion.
Among them can be mentioned the following: 1.E-03
1.E-02
1.E-01
1.E+00
1.E+01
1.E+02
1.E+03 • the joint actuators, assumed rotational in our model, are different from those revealed by the living beings, that are linear and driven by a combination of muscles and tendons; • in animals, particularly at medium and high velocities, the muscles and the tendons behave like parallel spring-dashpot systems. In this way, they have the ability to store potential energy, resulting from the foot impact with the ground, and to transform that energy into kinetic energy, that is returned immediately before the foot abandons the ground to start a new transfer phase (Alexander, 1990 ); • in living beings, the centre of mass is not in the geometrical centre of the animal body but, instead, is frequently shifted to the front of the geometrical centre ;
• in living beings, particularly in those with more than four legs, the functions of the legs are clearly differentiated. The middle legs are for supporting the body weight, the front ones to guide the animal and the rear ones to thrust the body . Some exploratory simulations, assuming that all legs could present different links lengths and foot trajectory offsets, point out in the direction of the hexapod rear legs remain stretched and with the feet shifted back in relation to the hip, contrarily to the middle and front legs, somehow in resemblance of what occurs in some insects.
Conclusions and Perspectives for Future Developments
In this paper several kinematic and dynamic aspects of multi-legged artificial locomotion systems exhibiting periodic gaits were compared. By simulating different motion patterns, it was estimated how the robot responds to a large variety of factors such as gait, duty factor, body height, step length, maximum foot clearance, legs link lengths, foot trajectory offset, robot body velocity, number of robot legs and robot body and legs masses.
For analysing the multi-legged kinematic performance two quantitative measures were formulated, namely a perturbation analysis and the locomobility index. The perturbation analysis tends to be an elegant, though computationally demanding method. Its random characteristics seem to be particularly tailored for examining the role of the different variables on the locomotion process. On the other hand, the locomobility measure captures the geometric amplification between the legs joints and the feet or body trajectories.
Regarding the dynamic performance measures, four quantitative measures were formulated, namely, the mean absolute density of energy during locomotion, the mean power density dispersion, the density of power lost in the joint actuators and the mean force at the body-legs interface, being all these indices evaluated along the locomotion cycle.
Based on the simulation results, several conclusions were attained on the best set of robot and locomotion parameters for different walking conditions. It was concluded that the results from the kinematic criteria are in accordance with those obtained through the dynamic indices. Moreover, the results of several simulations agree with experimental results obtained from the study of biological locomotion.
